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Introducing sisters… Mallory and Jade Ryan –  
both OTs who we think are doing something AWESOME! 
 
Meet inspiring OTs truly changing the lives of children one 
‘dance step’ at a time… 

 
It was during Mallory’s time in OT school in 2010 that the inspiration for Dance Ability, 
now The Dance Ability Movement, became a reality; and the marrying of their two 
passions – Dance & OT were united… 
 
Get to know the OTs behind the venture, personally & professionally… 
 

     Mallory graduated with a Masters in OT from the University of Toronto in 2011 and 
Jade graduated with a Masters in OT from the University of Toronto in 2013.  They are 
practicing OTs and Dance Instructors with - as they describe: ‘a passion for helping 
dancers to achieve their dreams’.   They’ve both been dancing since pre-school and have 
experienced first-hand the many benefits of being a dancer.  One might say they were 
destined for this path that they’ve so creatively carved out for themselves… 
 

     Jade and Mallory have been certified through the Canadian Dance Teacher’s 
Association and trained in a number of dance styles; they’ve competed internationally, 
created university dance teams, hosted university level dance competitions, and 
enjoyed fulfilling dance teaching careers since graduating from Dance Elite.   On the 
other side of the coin they have many years of experience in pediatrics as occupational 
therapists and volunteering with individuals with additional needs in the community.  
They both currently work in community pediatrics, servicing clients in their homes and 
at school.   Through research, this dynamic sister duo discovered that there were limited 
opportunities for children with special needs to participate in dance classes at a studio 
in their region, so… 
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How they made it happen… 
 
It started with a dream & one class on a Saturday afternoon - 

   With the support of their friends and family, and in particular – Denise - a pediatric 
physiotherapist from Milton, the class was formed through Dance Elite Studio for the 
Arts in Milton, Ontario.  Mallory and Jade recruited volunteers, promoted their class 
through connecting with other therapists and community treatment centres, the local 
newspaper, and word-of-mouth, and by October 2010 they had a full class of 10 
children and many dedicated volunteers ready to embark on this adventure together!  
Saturday afternoons quickly became the most inspiring, rewarding, and meaningful time 
for both Mallory and Jade.  They have their huge support network of family and friends 
to thank for believing in them and their dreams and helping them work towards building 
a bright future for many aspiring dancers of all abilities!  
 

‘We wanted to provide the same opportunity to dance, for everyone, regardless of 

ability’ 

How they hope their ‘awesome act’ will impact OT practice in Ontario… 
 

     Quite simply, dancing:  

 targets the occupation of leisure  

 provides therapeutic effects in a non-traditional way 

 helps to build an awareness of the broad scope of OT practice 

 supports thinking outside the box; being creative in our approaches and in the 

places that OT’s work  - like dance studios! 

What they hope comes of this awesome act… 

   As OTs our goals and visions can be limitless.  So we asked Jade & Mallory if there 
were no boundaries what would you hope can come of this amazing venture? 

 that dance for children with all abilities becomes a pillar in OT practice and plays 
a key role in keeping OT in the community - where currently as we know - 
participation can be limited for many people. 

 that policy makers and funders reconsider the need for funding for these types 
of initiatives which are having significant and direct positive impacts on a broad 
level for clients, but also on volunteers, and communities at large.  

 somehow partnering with larger agencies for funding opportunities would be 
wonderful! 

 making the dreams of all those tiny dancers out there a reality! 
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Parting Words of Wisdom to inspire OT colleagues… 
 

  ‘If you do what you love, you’ll love what you do – we’ve found this to be very true! 
We’ve found a way to take the most meaningful occupation in our lives (dance) and 
share it with others! We encourage you to find your passion, and make it happen!’ 
 
 
We can’t think of a better way to conclude this edition of Celebrating AWESOME ACTS in 
Occupational Therapy.    We hope you’ve been inspired by Jade & Mallory’s story as we have 
been and hope you’ll consider the meaningful occupations in your lives too!  We all have them… 
it’s just a matter of finding them, nurturing them and believing in them as Mallory & Jade have 
done. 
 
Contact Mallory & Jade… they would love to hear from you! 
Visit: www.danceabilitymovement.com and join their facebook group 
www.facebook.com/theDAmovement to learn more about The Dance Ability Movement and stay 
up to date with programs and services!  Please feel free to email Jade & Mallory at: 
contact@danceabilitymovement.com if you have any questions or are interested in learning 
more about how to bring The Dance Ability Movement to an area near you! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
Awesome:   wonderful, amazing, cool, extremely impressive,  

inspiring admiration 
 

Every day occupational therapists across Ontario are doing awesome things. They're delivering 
excellent client-centred care, designing programs that are delivering amazing outcomes, 
developing cool new promotions or solutions, sharing impressive resources or knowledge, 
undertaking dynamic entrepreneurial business development and all sorts of other inspiring 
activities that we think are just awesome! That's worth celebrating and that's why are 
Acknowledging Awesome Acts in OT.  Celebrate the “awesomeness” of our OT community! 
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